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When everyone saw the end of the sticky silk, they all sucked in a breath of cold air. The originally tied 

up Eupatorium Poison Bee was gone, and a large part of the sticky silk at the end was charred! 

 

Although they didn’t know what kind of demonic beast the sticky silk came from, it was extremely 

tough. There was either a strange flame or a sea of fire at the bottom. Otherwise, it was impossible for 

so much of the sticky silk to be burnt in such a short time. 

 

No wonder none of the cultivators survived after falling. They were actually burned to death. 

 

Everyone immediately felt their hairs stand on end. They grew vigilant, afraid that cracks would 

suddenly appear under their feet. 

 

“We can’t go on like this! The cracks are getting larger and appearing everywhere. I’m afraid that we will 

all end up burnt to death if we fall!” 

 

“Yeah! Why don’t we make a last-ditch effort and find a place to attack with our combined spiritual 

power!” 

 

… 

 

Di Beiming and Xue Wuji were also at their wit’s end. The talisman could not be used here, so there was 

no way to inform their subordinates in the Tianyuan continent. Even if they could, they would not be 

able to wait until the day they broke through the enchantment. 

 

An Feng felt that it would be useless. In the end, it would be up to Miss Jiu to figure something out. After 

all, An Feng had completely become a fan of Yun Chujiu’s ingenuity. He went up to the silent Yun Chujiu 

and asked, “Miss Jiu, have you thought of a good idea?” 

 



Yun Chujiu shook her head and then nodded. She then said in a low voice, “I have something for the 

time being, but I’m not sure if it will succeed.” 

 

“Miss Jiu, tell me about it. I’ll give you some advice.” 

 

“I’m going to think of a way to completely enrage the wild heavenly lightning. It’s best to let them strike 

me with all their might.” 

 

An Feng was stunned. “Miss Jiu, why are you doing this?” 

 

“Whether it’s an ancient formation or a current formation, there must be Spirit Stones stored 

somewhere being used to supply spirit energy. The wild heavenly lightning must have consumed a lot of 

it. Otherwise, the wild heavenly lightning wouldn’t have stopped after striking me for a while. 

 

“I have to think of a way to let them ignore that and continue trying to strike me down. I have to exhaust 

the spirit energy supply. This way, the formation will naturally stop functioning and we will be able to 

get out.” 

 

“Miss Jiu, this method will definitely work! Why don’t you ask His Excellency?” An Feng’s admiration for 

Yun Chujiu was like a torrential river. 

 

How was Miss Jiu so smart?! She was inhuman! Only Miss Jiu could think of such a method! No other 

person could think of it! 

 

What was this called again? Ah, yes, it was called thinking out of the box! Since I can’t find the core of 

the formation, then I will make your formation unable to operate. It’s simply amazing! 

 

Yun Chujiu whispered her thoughts to Di Beiming. Di Beiming’s eyes lit up as he praised her, “Little Jiu, 

you are too smart.” 



 

Yun Chujiu straightened her back after being praised by Di Beiming, her face was flushed red. “Prince 

Charming, I am very smart. In the future, I will make you look at me in a new light. I am not bragging, 

don’t mention the Azure Mystic continent, even the Tianyuan continent combined is not as smart as 

me.” 

 

Di Beiming… 

 

Could he take back what he said just now? She was just showing off now after some praise was given to 

her! 

 

Yun Chujiu gathered everyone and told them of her plan in a low voice, “Everyone, don’t make a fuss. 

Otherwise, the wild heavenly lightning won’t fall into our trap. Do you understand?” 

 

Everyone was overjoyed. They felt that Yun Chujiu’s plan was feasible. Even if they could not make the 

wild heavenly lightning exhaust all their spiritual power, it would still drain a lot of it. When that time 

came, they would attack the barrier again, and it was very likely that they would break through this 

time. This Yun Chujiu was too smart! 

 


